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By H. George I&ull,

CONWWENT—DIVXKENT NOZZLES

ltredW. Steffen, and Carl C. Ciepluch

SUMMARY

As part of an over-all program for the expertiental investigation
of large-scale Jet nozzles, the internal performance characteristics of
three types of variable-throat convergent-divergent nozzles were obtatied

~ over a wide range of pressure ratios. The experimental results obtained
. with one of these nozzles was applied to a typical flight plan of a

3 ram-Jet missile.

m. There were only small differences in peak thrust coefficient
between the three types of varia%le-throat convergent-divergentnozzles.
The peak thrust coefficients obtatied with these nozzles approached or
equalled those obtained with several fixed-geometry convergent-divergent
nozzles from a previous investigation. There was little gain (1 percent
or less) obtained in the peak thrust coefficient of a convergent-divergent
plug-type nozzle when the sharp corner of a stiple conical center plug
was rounded.

By proper matching of a variable-throat convergent-divergent
nozzle to a typical flight plan of a ram-jet missile, a thrust coef-
ficient of 0.95 was obtained over a flight Mach number range from 2.13
to 3.0. With the performance characteristics of the variable-throat
nozzles investigated, this maxbnun thrust coefficient was obtained by
matching the nozzle expansion ratio to the
flight Mach numler and allowhg the nozzle
the higher flight Mach numbers.

INTRODUC!IION

flight plan at the minimum
to operate underexpanded at

It is important that the jet nozzle OY a ram-jet or turbojet
installation operating at supersoriicspeeds have high internal effic-

●

iency, because a small 108s In nozzle efficiency results in a large
loss In engine perfommnce. The reason high efficiency is particularly

.
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Important at supersonic speeds (or high nozzle-preesure ratios) is that
a small loss in jet thrust results in a large loss in net thrust.

In order that large changes in engine operating conditions (such
as the fuel-air-ratio variation In a ram-jet or turbojet afterburner)
can be provided for, a nozzle should have a variable throat.
Maximum-internal-efficiencyoperation at high nozzle-pressure ratios
(greater than4) requires aconvergent-di.vergentnozzle. Previous
investigations of fixed-geometry convergent-divergentnozzles,
reported in references 1 to 3,

L—.
show that high peak thrust coefficients

can be obtained at the design pressure rat~os. Also, at the off-design
condition$ there are severe losses due to overexpansion or under-
expansion of the nozzles.

—
.—

->

As a first approach to the problem of providing a variable-
geometry nozzle, three variable-throat convergent-divergentnozzles
with fixed exits were h.vestigated and are ,reportedherein. It was
recognized that this type of nozzle is not suitable to all flight

.—

plans because the expansion ratio cannot be varied independently of the
throat area, but there are some applications such as ram-jets. To date
no known experimental data are generally available for predicting the

.

performance of large scale variable-throat convergent-divergentnozzles
except in reference 4, which is a brief preliminary publication on one M

of the configurationspresented herein.
..-

—

The three variable-throat nozzles were of two basic types. Two
of the nozzles were of simple conical construction with a conical
center plug. Each had a throat-area variation from approximately 50
to 83 square inches with an attendant expansion-ratio variation from
1.5 to 2.5. The third nozzle was two dimensional with a series of
fixed and movable vanes which formed convergent-divergentflow
channels. The throat area of this nozzle could be varied from 52 to
84 square inches which resulted in an expantiion-ratiovariation from
1.45 to 2.34. Each nozzle was operated over a range of pressure

—

ratios from 1.5 to at least the design pressure”ratio for each of
six expansion-ratio settings. The design pressure ratio is defined
as the ideal nozzle pressure ratio required to completely expand
the flow for a given physical expansion ratio.

.—

AJ?I?ARATUSAND INS’IR.M3NTATION

Installation

The nozzles were installed in a test chamber ccnnected to the
laboratory combustion air and altitude-exhaust facilities as shown in

●

figures 1; 2(a), for the first part of the_investigation; and 2(b)}
for the latter part. The nozzles were installed on a mounting pipe
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freely supported on flexure plates in both installations; the pipe was
connected through linkage to a calibrated balanced-air-pressure dia-

.- pbragm for measwing thrust. A labyrtith seal around the upstream
end of the mounting pipe, figure 2(a), and around the cylindrical
section upstream of the diffuser tilet, figure 2(b)j separated the
nozzle inlet air from the efiust and provided a means of maintaining
a pressure difference across the nozzle.

During the first phase of the investigation, an examination of the
data showed that the force measured on the balanced-air-pressure
diaphragm with the test configuration shown in figure 2(a) was several
times as large as the jet thrust of the nozzle. This condition was due
to the large area of the mounting pipe at the lab~tith seal which
resulted in a large pressure-area term in the thrust equation (see
appendix). Ordinary experimental scatter was thus magnified several
times. To correct this condition for the latter phase of the investi-
gatim, the inlet pipe was modified as shown in fl~e 2(b). The area
under the new labyrinth seal was about 1/3 of the original area. With
this modification, the measured force on the balanced-air-pressure
diaphragm was of about the same magnitude as the nozzle jet thrust, and

s- the scatter of the thrust data was considerably reduced.
3
*. The diffuser at the inlet to the mounting pipe had a cone half-
0 angle of 20°. With this wide angle, the flow separated from the wall
a of the diffuser and caused the nozzle-inlet pressure to surge. A

splitter cone was installed h the diffuser, which eliminated flow
separation and pressure surge (fig. 2(b)).

Nozzles

The three variable-throat convergent-divergent nozzles which were
investigated are shown in figures 3 and 4. The first nozzle, shown in
figures 3(a) and 3(b), consisted of a movable convergent-divergent
contcal shell with a fixed conical center plug. This configuration will
hereinafter be referred to as “the sharp-plug nozzle.” The ratio of inlet
to outlet area was about 1.0, and the throat area was varied by trans-
lating the movable shell axially downstream by means of the adjust-
ing screws. Air leakage between the outer and the movable shells was
prevented by means of a rubber tube pressurized with water as shown in
figure 3(a). The throat area of the nozzle for any position of the
movable shell was considered to be the annular area at the minimum
diameter of the movable shell perpendicular to the axis of the nozzle.
The second nozzle was the same as the first except that the sharp plug
was replaced by the rounded plug shown h f@ure 3(c). Essentially,

●

this plug differed from the sharp plug in that the sharp corner was
rounded to a 2.46-inch radius. The maximum diameter was the same as
that of the sharp plug. This nozzle will be refereed to as the “rounded-.
plug nozzle.” The third nozzle which also had an inlet to outlet area
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ratio of 1 is shown in figures 4(a) and 4(b). This nozzle was two
—-.

dimensional with a series of alternately “fixedand movalle vanes which –
formed convergent-divergentflow channels; it will be referred to as
“the vaned nozzle.” The throat area was ‘variedhy translating the

3 —

movable vanes upstream by means of the ad”justlngscrews. Each blade
had a horizontal flat surface at the maximum thlclmess and the forw&d
and rear surfaces of the blade were faired into this flat portion to a
small radius. The throat was considered .tobe in a plane perpendicular
to the axis of the nozzle at the leading edge of the flat surface of
the fixed vanes as shown in figure 4(a).

;
It was characteristic of these nozzles that for any given throat

area the nozzles had ofiy one expansion ratio. The variation of throat
area with expansion ratio, effected by tr”tislatingthe movable shell of
the sharp-plug and rounded-plug nozzles or the movable vanes of the
vaned nozzle over the entire range of tra-%l, is shown in figure 5.””
Over the full range of throat areas,the e~ansion ratio varied from 1.5
to 2.5 for both the sharp-plug and rounded-plug nozzles and from l.&
to 2.34 for the vaned nozzle. These nozzles were designed for an exit
Mach number of about 2.4, and they were for exploratory purposes rather
than for any specific flight plan.

Instrumentalion

Pressures and temperatures were measured at the stations indicated
in figures Z(a) and 2(b). The stations at which the Instrumentation
was installed in the test chamber with the original inlet pipe are
shown in figure 2(a). At the mounting-pipe inlet, station 3, were
30 total-ptiessureand 14 static-pressure probes. A survey consisting
of 14 total-pressure probes, 8 static-pressure probes, 2 wall static
taps, and 6 thermocouples was located at the nozzle inlet, station 4,
to measure air flow.

The statims at which the instrumentationwas installed In the
test chamber with the modified inlet pipe are shown in figure 2(b).
At the diffuser inlet, staticm 2, a survey consisting of 8 total-
pressure probes, 7 static-pressure probes, and 3 wall static taps was
provided for measuring air flow. The noZZle inlet, station 4, was
instrumented with 14 total-pressure prob&3 and 6 thermocouples. A
static-pressure survey was tistalled alorigthe bellmouth and along
the outside of the diffuser. Ambient-exhaust-pressure instrumentation
was also provfded at the exhaust-nozzle exit.
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The sharp-plug nozzle was investigated in the test chamber shown
in figure 2(a), and the rounded-plug and vsned nozzles were investigated “ ‘
with the test chamber modified as shown in figure 2(b). The sharp-plug
and rounded-plug nozzles had 15 wall static taps located along the . ...-

rn
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length of the movable shell and 10 wall static taps along the plug.
The waned nozzle had 12 wall static taps located along one of the fixed
vanes and 10 wall static taps along one of the movable vanes.

PROGEDURE

Nozzle-performance data were obtained over a range of pressure
ratios at several different air flows. The pressure ratio across the
nozzle was varied by holding the inlet pressure and temperature con-
stant and lowering the exhaust pressure. Pressure ratio was varied
from about 1.5 to at least the design pressure ratio for each of the
six expansion-ratio settings of all three nozzles. With the size
nozzles used for this tivestigation, it was necessary to heat the
nozzle-inlet air to 910° R h order to cover the desired pressure
ratio range with the laboratory facilities. Early h the tivestiga~ion
reported in reference 1, the distribution of nozzle-wall pressures was
checked for evidence of condensation shock. No such evidence was
found (see ref. 1).

The thrust coefficient was ccxaputedby dividing the actual ~et
thrust of the nozzle by the ideally obtainable jet thrust. The actual
Jet thrust was computed frmn measurements taken with the lalanced-alr-
pressure diaphragm and pressure and temperature surveys throughout the
test setup. The ideally obtainable jet thrust was the product of the
measured mass flow and the jet velocity calculated by assuming isen-
tropic expansion to the exhaust pressure. The symbols used in this
report and the methods of calculatim are given in the appendix.

RESIIllTSANDDISCUSSION

Performance Characteristics

Thrust coefficients. - It is shown in reference 1 that thrust
coefficients ranging from 0.95 to 0.975 could be oltatied with fixed-
geometry convergent-divergentnozzles at design pressure ratios.
These data were used as a basis of comparison for the three variable-
throat convergent-divergentnozzles investigated. The thrust coef-
ficients obtained with these nozzles are shown in figures 6(a) to 6(c)
over a range of nozzle pressure ratios. As can be seen, these nozzles
had peak thrust coefficients ranging from 0.945 to 0.975 over a range
of pressure ratios from 6 to 16. These peak thrust coefficients
approached or equalled those obtained with the fixed-geometry nozzles
which are indicated by the solid symbols on the figures. The peak

.
thrust coefficients did not always occur at the design pressure ratios;
they also occurred at pressure ratios higher than design, and the

. reason for this will be discussed later In the text.
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There were small variations in peak thrust coefficients between
the three nozzles. The peak thrust coefficient of the sharp-plug
nozzle varied from 0.945 to 0.965. The lmest peak thrust coefficient
was obtained when the nozzle was set for an expansion ratio of 2.27.
In this positio~, the flow area at the maximum diameter of the plug
was only slightly larger than the throat of the nozzle; nearly critical
flow therefore existed at the maximum diameter of the plug. With –
this high-velocity air flowing around the sharp corner of the plug,
there was evidently a loss in total pressure with a resultant loss in
thrust coefficient.

The peak thrust coefficients obtained with rounded-plug nozzle
ranged from 0.949 to 0.975. For all expansion ratio settings except
the maximum, this nozzle had peak thrust co~fficients approximately
equal to or 1 percent higher than the sharp-plug nozzle. For the
maximum expansion-ratio setting, the sharp-plug nozzle had a peak
thrust coefficient 1 percent higher than the rounded-plug nozzle
which was in disagreement with the wall pressure surveys and is there-
fore preswned to be in error.

The vaned nozzle maintained am approximately constant peak thrust
coefficient over the entire range of pressur,eratios varying from
0.955 to 0.96. At expansion ratios up to 1.69, the thrust coefficients
of the vaned nozzle were 1/2 to 1 percent lower than the plug nozzles.
At higher expansion ratios,they were about the same.

Wall static pressures. - The variatiorisIn peak thrust coefficient
between the sharp- and rounded-plug nozzles are also reflected in the
measured wall-static-pressure distributions along the divergent walls
of the movable shell for the condition of complete expansion as shown
with the theoretical isentropic expansion In figures 7(a) to 7(f).
The higher the integrated pressure along the divergent walls of a
convergent-divergentnozzle for a given condition, the higher the
thrust. Therefore, as.was indicated by the thrust coefficients, excep~
for the maxtium expansion ratio, the pressu&es along the divergent walls
of the movable shell were htgher for the ro~ded-plug nozzle. Although
not presented, the wall static pressures measured along the surfaces
of the sharp and rounded plugs showed a co~esponding effect. It Cm

also be seen from figure 7 that, for each of the expansion-ratio set-
tings, the wall-static-pressure ratio at the throat of the nozzle was
lower than critical, ranging from 0.32 to 0.37. This was attributed
to the expansion of the flow around the sharp corner of the outer shell
at the throat. For the maximum expansion ratios, about 2.5, the
integrated wall,static pressure was higher for the rounded plug;
this contradicts the peak thrust coefficients obtained with the
sharp and rounded plugs. The peak,thrust coefficient for the rounded
plug at an expansion ratio of 2.5 was more %easonable as compared with
the value obtained with a fixed-geometry nozzle in reference 1.
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The peak thrust coefficient far the rounded plug was therefore believed
to be correct, and the peak-thrust-coefficient value for the sharp plug

. was probably 1 to 1: percent high for an expansion-ratio setthg of 2.50.

%
aN Although not presented, the pressure distribution along the vanes

of the vaned nozzle was similar to that for the sharp- and rounded-plug
nozzles except that the static pressure in the regiun of the throat
was higher for the vaned nozzle.

Air-flow parameters. - The theoretical value of the air-flow

parameter Wa-@/A55 for critical flow at the throat of a nozzle Is
0.344 pounds per second per square Inch. The ratio of the experimental
values of air-flow parameter (fig. 8) to the theoretical value gave
flow coefficients ranging from 0.945 to 0.983 for the sharp-plug
nozzle, from 0.966 to 1.00 for the rounded-plug nozzle, and from 0.978
to 1.01 for the vaned nozzle. The vaned nozzle, then, had the highest
over-all fluw coefficients. The air-flow parameter obtained with the
vaned nozzle at an expansion-ratio setting of 2.34 was in error, because

. the actual fluw area at the throat of the nozzle could not be measured.
As it turned out, the movable vines had been so adJusted that the small
circular arcs (see sketch (a)) at the opposite edges of the horizontal

t
A, Minimum area

Sketch (a)

flat surfaces of the fixed and movable blades, rather than the flat
surfaces, were opposite each other at the minimum area; thus, the
throat area was increased, as shown by dimension A in the sketch. The
area between the flat surfaces, illustrated by dtiension B, was used
in calculating the air-flow parameter, because the exact area between
the circular arcs could not be determined. This dimension between thO
vanes was so critical that, if the vanes had been so positioned that
dimension A was
would have been

. As pointed
always occur at
pressure ratios

.

increased by 0.012 of an inch, the flow coefficient
reduced 1 percent.

out previously, the
the design pressure
higher than design.

peak thrust coefficients did not
ratio; they also occurred at
This indicated that the nozzles

-.
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were effectively operating at an expansion ratio higher than the
physical expanaicm ratio of the nozzles. @nerally, the @ak thrust
coefficient occurred at a nozzle pressure q$io higher than design for
the low expansicm-ratio setting and approached the design pressure
ratio at the high expansion-ratio settings. The air-flow parameters,
and consequently the flow coefficients, were lower at the low expansion
ratios; the flow areas at the throats were therefore smallest in
relation to the physical throats; as a resuit, the nozzles operated
at an effectively higher expansicm ratio and caused the peak thrust
coefficients to occur at higher than desiga’pressure ratios. The
sharp-plug nozzle for an expansion-ratio setting of 2.27, which was ‘“
next to the highest expansicm-ratio setting; did not follow this
trend. The air-flow parameter dropped to the lowest value of any
expansion-ratio setting, and as a result the design pressure ratio was
much lower than the pressure ratio at which the peak tlnaistcoefficient
occurred. This expemsion-ratio setting of the sharp-plug nozzle was “-
also shown herein to have a marked effect on the peak thrust coefficient.
This discussion of the relation between air-flow parameter and the
pressure ratio at which the peak thrust coefficient occurs applies
mainly to the sharp-plug and the-rounded-plug nozzles, because there
was insufficient variation in the air-flow parameter of the vaned
nozzle to show any marked trend except for the expansion-ratio setting
of 2.34 which has been previously discussed.

Application of Results

The variable-throat convergent-divergentnozzles discussed herein
are of the type which reduce the expansion ratio as the throat area is
increased. 12nreference 4, it is pointed out that if this type of
nozzle were applied to a supersonic turbojet interceptor,which was
designed for a flight Mach number of 2 with afterburning, the nozzle
efficiency for the nonafterburning subsonic-cruise condition would fall
off considerably because of overexpansion of the nozzle. This general
type of nozzle might, however, still be used on the supersonic twboJet
aircraft if the outer shell were of the irie type so that the expansion
ratio of the nozzle could also be controlled.

In the form investigated, these nozzle-sare applicable to ram-jet
engines for some types of flight plan. In%rder to illustrate the
application of the type nozzle investigate{ to a ram-Jet flight plan,
the following assumptions were made: (a) the ram-jet-powered vehicle
is air launched at an altitude of 35,000 fact and is boosted to a Mach
number of 2.13, and (b) the vehicle is accelerated to a Mach number
of 3.0. Variations of nozzle geometry and obtainable thrust coefficients
over the range of Mach numbers covered during the period of acceleration
are shown in figure 9. The ratio of nozzle-throat area to combustion-
chamber area required to maintain critical,diffuser operation for the
ram jet at stoichiometric fuel-air ratio is shown in fi@re 9(a). The

.
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ratio of nozzle-throat area to combustion-chamler area decreases from
a value of 0.55 at a Mach number of 2.13 to 0.45 at a Mach number of 3.0.

.

Nozzle expansion ratios for nozzles with three different geometrical
characteristics are shown in figure 9(b). The nozzle-throat-area v-aria-
tion shown in figure 9(a) was assumed for the three cases of expansion-
ratio variation shown in figure 9(b). The ideal isentropic expansion
ratio (complete expansion of the flow) for the nozzle pressure ratio
obtained at each flight Mach number is shown by the solid curve. The
geometrical characteristics of the rounded-plug nozzle were used to
obtain the other two curves shown in figure 9(b). The dashed curve
shows the variation in expansion ratio which results if the ideal
expansion ratio at a Mach number of 2.55 is matched. The curve com-
posed of alternate dots and dashes shows the variation in expansion
ratio which results if the ideal expansion ratio at a Mach number of
2.13 is matched. The actual variation in expansion ratio for these
last two cases is, of course, a function of the throat-area variation
and the geometry of the nozzle shell and plug.

. The obtainable nozzle thrust coefficients for the nozzles with
e“xpansion-ratiovariaticms shown in figure 9(b) are shown h fig-
ure 9(c). The performance characteristics of the rounded-plug nozzle

7 were used to obtain the thrust coefficients shown. The rounded-plug-
nozzle data were extended to higher nozzle pressure ratios than those
investigated by the method described in reference 5 in order to obtain
parts of some of the thrust c~efficient curves shown in figure 9(c).
The thrust coefficient for the nozzle with the ideal-isentropic-
expansim-ratio variation is shown by the solid curve. The thrust
coefficient decreased from a value of 0.96 at a flight Mach number of

I

2.13 to 0.95 at a flight Mach number of 2.66. Nozzle thrust coefficients
at fllght Mach numbers greater than 2.66 could not be shown because
the corresponding ideal isentropic expansion ratios were beyond the
range of expsnsion ratios covered by the experimental investigation.

The thrust coefficient for the nozzle which matches the ideal isen-
tropic expansion ratio only at a flight Mach number of 2.55 is shown by thd
dashed curve. At a Mach number of 2.55,the thiust coefficient is 0.95
(equal to that for the ideal-isentropic-expansion-rationozzle). As the
Mach number decreases below 2.55, the thrust coefficient fall= below that
for the ideal-isentropic-expsnsion-rationozzle because of overexpansion.
At a Mach number of 2.13,the thrust coefficient decreased to a value of
0.92 which is 4 percent below that for the ideal isentroyic expansion-ratio
nozzle. At flight Mach numbers greater than 2.55, the thrust coefficient
drops off very slowly to a value of 0.944 at a fl@ht Mach number of 3.0.

.

The thrust coefficient for the nozzle which matches the ideal isen-
tropic expansion ratio atk

a flight Mach number of 2.13 is shown by the
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altezmate dash-dot curve. The thrust coefficient for this nozzle
.

decreases from a value of 0.96 at a flight Mach number of 2.13 to 0.94
at a flight Mach number of 3.0. Although thie nozzle is physically ““ “— . -
underexpanded for all Mach numbers greater than 2.13, the thrust

.

coefficients are very close to those for the nozzle with the ideal i.sen-
tropic expansion ratio and even slightly h}gher for Mach numbers from 2.25 ‘
to 2.5. The fact that the thrust coefficient for a nozzle which is
physically underexpanded can be equal to or greater than that for a
nozzle with an ideal isentropic expansion-ratioexists because, within
the range of nozzle pressure ratios involved, the locus of maximum

.

thrust coefficients (see fig. 6(b)) decreases with increasing nozzle
pressure ratio at approximately the same rate as the thrust coefficient
for an underexpanded nozzle. This characteristic is further illus-
trated by the alternate dash-dot-dot cuve in figure 9(c) which shows the
maximum thrust coefficient obtainable at the nozzle pressure ratio
corresponding to each Mach number. A nozzle giving this performance
has both variable throat and exit and at each Mach number operates
at an expansion ratio which is lower than the ideal isentropic value
corresponding to the nozzle pressure ratio. The thrust coefficients

.

for such a nozzle decrease from a value of 0.974 at a Mach number of
______

2.13 to 0.95 at a Mach number of 2.66.
.. ..
—-.

CONCLUDING REM.ARE

An internal flow investigation showed small variations between
the peak thrust coefficients of three variable-throat convergent-
divergent nozzles. The peak thrust coefficients for these nozzles
varied from 0.945 to 0.975 over a range of nozzle pressure ratios
from 6 to 16. These thrust coefficients approached or equalled
those previously obtained with several fixed-geometry convergent-
divergent nozzles. There was little gain in the peak thrust
coefficient of a variable-throat plug-t~’e convergent-divergent
nozzle when the sharp corner of a cmical center plug was rounded.

The nozzles investigated were of the type best suited for
use with r=m-jet missiles designed to operate over a wide range
of flight Mach numbers. Application of the data obtained with the “-
rounded-plug nozzle to a typical flight plan of a ram-set missile

: showed that a thrust coefficient of approximately 0.95-was possible
over a range of flight Mach numbers from_2.13 to 3.0 by proper
matching of the nozzle to the required nozzle operating schedule.
With the performance characteristics of the nozzles investi@ed,
this maximum thrust coefficient was obtained by matching the nozzle
expansion ratio to the flight plan at the minbm.unflight Mach number
and allowing the nozzle to operate underexpanded at the higher flight
Mach numbers.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, M
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mPENDIX - SYMBOIS AND MWITKODSOF

Symbols

CALCULATION

The following symbols are used in this report:

outside area, sq ft

inside area, sq ft

outside area of mounting pipe, sq ft

thrust coefficient

thermal-expansion coefficient, ratio of area when hot to area
when cold

thrust, lb

balanced-air-pressure-diaphragpforce, lb

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft[sec2

Mach number

mass flow, slugs/see

total pressure, lb/sq ft

static pressure, lb/sq ft

integrated static pressure acting on outside of bell-mouth
inlet to station 2, lb/sq ft

integrated static pressure acting on outside of diffuser,
lb/sq ft

gas constant, 53.3 ft-lb/(lb)(%) for air

total temperature, %

velocity, ft/sec

air flow, lb/see

ratio of specific heats
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5 ratio of total pressure at nozzle inlet to a%solute pressure
at NACA standati sea-level c~–ditions

6’ ratio of total temperature at nozzle inlet to absolute tem-
perature at

Subscripts:

e nozzle.exit

1 ideal

3 jet

o exhaust

1 mounting pipe

2.

3

4

5

diffuser inlet

mounttig pipe

nozzle inlet

nozzle throat

NACA-standard sea-level conditims

inlet, modified inlet pipe

inlet, original inlet pipe

Methods of Calculation

Air flow. - The nozzle air flow for the original test chamber was
computed as

and for the modified test chamber as

...
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. The value of y was assumed to be 1.4, and values of the themal-
expansion coefficient Cx of the areas at the respective stations

. were obtained from the themal-expansion coefficient for the material
and the temperature of the material. The material temperature was
assumed to be the same as the temperature of the air flowing through
the respective station.

Thrust. - The Jet thrust was deftied as

FJ =m2 ve +Ae(pe - Po)

The actual jet thrust was calculated for the original tilet pipe
by use of the following equation:

and for the

where

ments.

wav3
Fj=Y+

modified inlet pipe

CXAa(P3 - po) - ‘d

from

+ PIAICX + pd(As - A2’)CX - Pbm(Al - ‘Z!’)CX - Po% - ‘d

Fd was obtained from balanced-air-pressure-diaphr~ measure-

The value of P1 and 71 were computed by one-dtiensional.

flow relations from the total and static pressures measured at station 2
and the total temperature measured at station 4. This method was
checked by actual preliminary pressure measurements at station 1 and
found to be accurate.

The ideally available thrust was calculated as

Thrust coefficient. - The
ratio of actual to theoretical

tlunzstcoefficient is defined as the
jet thrust

CT=:
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